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Monday – Friday 
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0800 527 837

AUCKLAND 
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PO Box 456 Rangiora,  

Christchurch

 

   

For our adult apprenticeships on offer - are you looking for a career change? 

Do you want to get into a trade where you will have job security and a wide range of earning potential?

Why not start a plumbing apprenticeship with us today!!

Is the starting rate hard? Hell yes! But you are learning a new skill whilst being paid! Some professions you have to study whilst 

working another job and then you start on a crap wage! In 4 short years you can become a qualified plumber/gasfitter with a, 

company vehicle and phone earning up to $45 per hour and $70 Plus per hour when you go on call.

Actually, the income, vehicle and phone can come a lot quicker once we see your drive and passion come through in your hard 

work. The ladder is there waiting for you to climb it, how quickly you choose to is up to you! 

The first year will be tough, but it does get easier, it IS worth it! 

MacMillan Plumbing & Gas Ltd is a family owned Plumbing & Gas Company that has been steadily growing for the past 18 years 

of operation. We are a family company with simple family values. Honesty, respect, hardworking and we like to have fun in the 

work place. You often spend more time with your work mates than anyone else, that’s why we think the most important thing for 

our business is a team culture where everyone gets along. We have a great bunch of legends already working with us and we are 

looking for more of the same to continue to win. If you are a tool or think you are better than the next person please do not apply .

Our company and staff culture is one we are very proud of. Our staff have on average been with us for at least 6 years - some 

even a lot more than that! Most have served their apprenticeships with us and continued to grow into the Superstar’s they are 

today.

We do various social activities throughout the year which help create lasting friendships within our team. Some of the regular 

events are fishing trips, mid-winter parties, our annual xmas function and more!

We specialize in plumbing & gas work for both residential & commercial maintenance as well as large commercial contract 

projects.

We take a lot of pride in our brand and the work we produce - our aim is to always have a happy & satisfied customer at the end 

of a job - no matter how big or small that job may be.

Our business is constantly expanding and we need new staff to help fulfill our increasing workload! 

We are looking for new apprentices who are ready to take this challenge seriously, who are not afraid to get their hands dirty and 

have the ability to think on their feet. We have a number of guys currently in this situation and anything we can’t answer we can 

out you in touch with guys that are actually going through it right now !

There is plenty of opportunity for extra hours and we will pay you while you attend block courses as part of your training! We 

firmly believe in rewarding those who work hard.

If you ever thought about making the change, the time is now!

Applicants for this position should have NZ residency or a valid NZ work visa.

So if you want to earn from a bunch of down to earth legends give us a call today !

Rohan MacMillan – 021 794 456

ADULT APPRENTICES WANTED


